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Zoom is a 4x6 reel slot with 64 win lines. The game has 6 Zoom areas of 
2x2 symbols where a Zoom symbol will trigger both a Massive Symbol and 
a respin. If the Zoom symbol appears in four sections forming a square, a 
Super Massive Symbol will appear covering 4x4 regular symbols.

Zoom

Ever wanted to combine the classic simplicity of a three 
reel slot with the feature excitement and multiple win 
lines of modern slots. Enter zoom, a powerful classic 
slot with a zooming twist!

Zoom is a clean and stylish game where the zoom scatter trigger re-
spins, massive and super massive symbols.

Features
Up to 6 re-spins
Massive Symbols
Super Massive Symbols Super Massive Symbol to the right handing out multiple win 

lines. Max exposure = €150 000 with a bet of €100.

Understanding the game

Bigger is better!

Summary

Game Cover

A Zoom symbol triggers a re-spin with a Massive Symbol Four Zoom symbols in a square configuration triggers a re-spin 
with a Super Massive Symbol

Massive Symbols can create 3-reel setup for huge 6-in-
a-row wins

Win lines in pairs for maximum Massive Symbol effect. 
1 to 8 win lines.

The Zoom symbol is a scatter symbol triggering a 
re-spin with a Massive Symbol.

As long as there are still sections with regular 
symbols a Zoom scatter can appear and trigger an 
additional re-spin.
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Game Science

Three Massive Symbols in play and great chances of getting additional re-
spins through more Zoom symbols.

It’s all about the Z’s!
Get the 1st and feel a tickle blow, get the 2nd and feel the intensity flow, get the 3rd and feel your 
heartbeat slow, get the 4th and see the screen start to glow... then watch the massive symbols 
grow and Big Wins will show! Bigger is better!

Symbols lined up perfectly for the Super Massive Symbol. Paired win lines in 
combination with Super Massive Symbols unlocks great winning potential.

Game Pulse

Excitement - 10 Endurance - 5 Session Volatility - 5

Excitement - Frequency of exciting events
Endurance - Number of rounds for money
Session Volatility - Difference in RTP from one session to another
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Bigger is better!

The Rush

Gameround  Bet multiplier  Hit freq. 
Big win   15-40   1 in 126 
Mega win   40-80   1 in 532 
Ultra win   80+   1 in 1124
Default min/max bet €   0.10 / 100
Min Free round cost €  0.10

Hit freq. features    
Zoom   1 in 5.76
Super Zoom  1 in 713

RTP 
Total   96.2%  

Game ID: tk-s1-g4   Hit freq. = 27.9%  Pay lines = 64

Max exposure = €150 000 with a bet of €100 
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